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This imposing five bedroomed detached family home sits within a
quiet and exclusive cul-de-sac directly backing on to the Clyde
Valley woodland.

The property was built by Cala homes circa 2001 in the style of “The
Poploe”, and offers great sized versatile family living space circa
2970 sq ft and well proportioned rooms which are neutrally
decorated and feature gas central heating and double glazing.
Occupying a particularly private position within the development
the property backs onto mature woodland and sits amidst a
generous sized plot which is bounded by fencing. Additional
features include generous built in storage wardrobes and cupboard
space, a large attic for additional storage, a security alarm system
and built in appliances within the kitchen.

This uniquely situated property comprises reception porch and large
hallway, cloakroom wc, bay windowed formal lounge, dining room,
open plan family lounge/kitchen, study, five bedrooms, 2 x en-suites
and a family bathroom. To the side of the property is a large
detached double garage with power and light.

The gardens are generously sized with a lawn and shrubs to front
and a monoblocked drive which provides parking for several cars.
The enclosed rear garden is laid to lawn and has decking.

Royal Gardens is a lovely enclave with a selection of Cala and
Bryant's top end homes that enjoy a quiet and private setting whilst
being central to the conservation village of Bothwell. The village is
highly regarded for its excellent Main Street where you can find the
majority of every day shopping needs and a great choice of
restaurants, bistros and pubs. The property is located within popular
school catchments and also within short proximity to Hamilton
College. For those commuting by public transport there are regular
bus and train services from Bothwell and Uddingston to the
surrounding towns and cities including Glasgow and Edinburgh. The
M74 and M8 motorways provide excellent access to the central
belt.
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